Electrochemical engineering approach to the irrigation of tooth canals under the influence of a vibrating file.
Doubt exists concerning the irrigation of secondary tooth canals when the vibration of a file introduced into the main root canal is superimposed on flow-through irrigation of the main canal. Depending on the type of commercial equipment used, the vibrations of the file are sonic or ultrasonic. We use the methodology of an electrochemical engineering approach in a study of the intensity of the irrigation of the secondary canals under the influence of sonic and ultrasonic vibrations of a file located at various heights in the main canal. The tooth canals are simulated by small electrochemical cells containing electrodes located at the end of cavities simulating the secondary canals. An electrochemical method is used to measure the mass transfer coefficients at these electrodes, a classical method in electrochemical engineering laboratories. The values of the mass transfer coefficients are representative of the importance of the irrigation of the electrodes. Thus they give a quantitative idea of the vibrations on the irrigation of secondary tooth canals. The work demonstrates the usefulness of the electrochemical engineering approach in contributing to the solution of a biomedical problem.